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Abstract The mechanics of sediment transport are of fundamental importance for fluvio-deltaic
morphodynamics. The present study focuses on quantifying particle motions and trajectories across a wide
range of flow conditions. In particular, a continuous model is presented that predicts particle travel
distances for saltation and suspension based on Rouse number and relative grain roughness. By utilizing a
series of eight video cameras in a plexiglass flume direct measurements of the distributions of particle travel
distances (excursion lengths) were obtained. To this end, experiments were carried out in dark under black
lights with fluorescent painted plastic and quartz sand particles. For relatively high Rouse numbers
indicating bed load dominant transport regime (P � 2:5), particle motion is governed by the effect of
gravitational forces (settling velocities) and measured excursion lengths closely follow a Gaussian
distribution. For P52:5, particle motion is equally subjected to both gravitational and turbulent forces.
Consequently, measured excursion lengths exhibit a bimodal distribution with two distinct peaks. As
turbulent fluctuations increase and dominate particle motion over gravity (P < 2:5), distributions of
excursion lengths become unimodal and negative-skewed with mean values deviating from the modes.
The predicted trend of linearly increasing excursion lengths with decreasing Rouse numbers is consistent
with measured excursion lengths across a wide range of Rouse numbers P51:828:9ð ). Furthermore,
measured excursion lengths are observed to fit within the predicted range of excursion lengths with no
significant difference between measured excursion lengths of plastic and quartz sand particles.

1. Introduction

Due to the complex interaction of flow and sediment, river beds exhibit wavy and dynamic morphology
that is essential for determining hydraulic roughness and water levels. Transport of sediment is classically
broken down into two distinct modes: bed material load and wash load. Wash load is transport of fine sedi-
ment that does not usually contribute to the morphological development of an alluvial river bed. Bed mate-
rial load consists of sediment that originates on the bed and moves in regular contact with the bed through
bed load trajectories and through flights of suspension (suspended load) [Naqshband et al., 2015].

Bed material load represents an important fraction of the total sediment flux transported in rivers and it deter-
mines many morphological aspects in rivers, including bank erosion, bed form growth, and migration, and the
rate at which the river incises relief [e.g., Yalin and Ferreira da Silva, 2001 and references therein]. Particles in
bed load travel either in traction (rolling and sliding when the fluid shear stress just exceeds the threshold of
motion) or saltation (ballistic hops that are controlled by grain size, mean shear stress, and bed roughness) with
saltation being the dominant mode of bed load transport in natural rivers [Hu and Hui, 1996]. Particle saltation
is confined to a layer with a maximum thickness of 10 particle diameter where particle motion is dominated by
the effect of gravitational forces resulting into regular particle hops (see Figure 1a) [Van Rijn, 1984]. Particles
obtain their momentum from skin friction and flow pressure originating from velocity gradient near-bed. Hori-
zontal distance (hop or saltation lengths kb) that saltating particles travel between successive hops is on the
order of 10–100 times the average grain diameter [Wiberg and Smith, 1987; Claudin et al., 2011].

Suspended load is the transport of sediment above the bed in intermittent suspension when the value of
bed shear stress exceeds fall velocity of grains. Suspended load plays a crucial role in several aspects of mor-
phological changes in rivers, including bed form decay and bed form transition under high flow conditions
[Naqshband et al., 2014], promoting the occurrence of patterns such as bars, antidunes, and meanders with
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large wavelengths [Claudin
et al., 2011], advancing low
angle dunes [Hendershot et al.,
2016] and low angle delta fore-
sets [e.g., Jopling, 1963]. While
saltating bed load particles
show—to a great extent—regu-
lar hops strictly due to the effect
of gravity forces (Figure 1a), sus-
pended load particle motion
is substantially more irregular
due to random succession of
upward impulses imparted by
interactions of grains with tur-
bulent eddies (Figure 1b) [Bag-
nold, 1973]. Horizontal distances
that suspended particles travel
between successive flights (start
to stop)—hereafter referred to
as the excursion lengths ks—
scales with water depth and
is typically several meters in
flumes and potentially up to
tens of kilometers in natural riv-
ers [Claudin et al., 2011]. In the
present study, excursion length
is defined as streamwise dis-

tance between the point where particles are released into the flow and the point where particles hit the
flume bed for the first time.

Sediment transport has been addressed in various scales over the last century. The classical, reach-scale
approach is to predict average sediment discharge as a function of flow strength (e.g. bed shear stress).
Empirical relations between sediment discharge and flow strength are derived by means of regression
from data acquired in flume experiments [e.g., Meyer-Peter and Muller, 1948; Engelund and Hansen, 1967;
Fernandez-Luque and van Beek, 1976]. Although this approach has been shown to correctly describe sedi-
ment discharge for steady, uniform, or gently varying flows [e.g., Julien, 1994; Ancey et al., 2008], due to sim-
plifications of physical mechanisms governing particle motion, it fails to provide accurate predictions for
conditions that depart from steady uniform flow, such as flows over arbitrarily sloping beds [e.g., Seminara
et al., 2002]. Sediment discharge measured in natural streams are generally found to be more than an order
of magnitude lower compared to the empirical flume-based transport equations [Wilcock, 2001; Bathurst,
2007; Hergault et al., 2010].

In order to better understand the complex processes of sediment transport and to provide accurate predic-
tions under various flow and bed conditions, many researchers have considered sediment transport not as
a flux of continuous phase that has resulted in the traditional flume-based sediment transport equations
but as the superimposition of the motion of individual grains. Accordingly, numerous experimental and
numerical studies over the past decades have aimed to describe sediment transport at grain scale and in
particular to quantify grain trajectory and motion by investigating different physical processes such as
collision-rebound of grains with the bed [Schmeeckle et al., 2001], hydrodynamic lift forces and turbulence
effects on grains [Bridge and Bennett, 1992; Ni~no et al., 1994], grain lift-off and impact angle at the bed and
rotation (Magnus force) [White and Schultz, 1977; Ni~no and Garcia,1998; Lee and Hsu, 1996; Mazumder et al.,
2008].

An overwhelming majority of these studies have addressed bed load mechanics under relatively low flow
conditions focusing on grain saltation characteristics. By applying photographic techniques in flumes and
by developing both deterministic and probabilistic models, quantitative information is provided on the

Figure 1. (a) Definition sketch of saltating bed load particle with kb saltation or hop length
that scales with mean grain diameter D50 and (b) suspended load particle motion with ks

particle excursion length that scales with mean water depth H, adopted from Naqshband
and McElroy [2016].
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exact shape of saltation trajectories including distribution of particle velocities, accelerations, hop, or salta-
tion lengths and travel times. Francis [1973] was the first to study single particle motion over fixed bed by
recording images of saltating particles at a rate of 40 fps followed by Abbott and Francis [1977], Drake et al.
[1988], Ni~no et al. [1994], Lee and Hsu [1994], and later Ni~no and Garcia [1998] who applied a high-speed
video system recording images at a rate of 250 fps which enabled them to expose particle resting time
between successive saltations, particle reentrainment into saltation and particle rotation and associated tra-
verse motion of the particles during successive hops. More recently, Lajeunesse et al. [2010] and Bhattachar-
yya et al. [2013] investigated trajectories of saltating particles and measured particle velocity as well as
surface density of moving particles where the later also varied bed roughness by gluing different grain sizes
on the fixed bed. In addition to fixed bed investigations, particle saltation has been studied over mobile
beds [Fernandez-Luque and van Beek, 1976; Van Rijn, 1984; Ni~no and Garcia, 1994] resulting in numerous
empirical as well as parameterized models describing particle saltation characteristics (saltation height,
length, velocity, and acceleration) as a function of flow and sediment conditions. For a detailed overview of
these models, see Naqshband and McElroy [2016].

In addition to experimental investigations, several (detailed) numerical models were developed that
focused on accurate description of the shape of a single saltation trajectory through accounting for the
impact of one or more individual processes such as: collision-rebound between particles [Schmeeckle
et al., 2001; Lee et al., 2002; Bialik, 2011], particle collision-rebound with the channel bottom [Sekine and
Kikkawa, 1992; Ni~no and Garcia, 1994], three-dimensional nature of the particles’ motion [Lee et al., 2006;
Bialik et al., 2012], hydrodynamic lift force acting on the particles [Lee and Hsu, 1996; Zou et al., 2007; Luke-
rchenko et al., 2008], and drifting force due to turbulent diffusion [Rowi�nski, 1995]. For additional details
on these models, see the recent review work of Bialik [2015] on Lagrangian models of saltating sediment
transport.

More recently, probabilistic approaches to bed load transport have received growing attention from the
scientific community [e.g., Ancey, 2010; Furbish et al., 2012a, 2012c, 2016; Heyman et al., 2014; Fathel
et al., 2015]. Particle motions and positions are treated as stochastic quantities by assuming probability
density functions for the instantaneous velocities and accelerations of particles, and their hop lengths
and associated travel times (measured start-to-stop). The result is a flux form of the Master equation (a
general expression of conservation) where volumetric flux consists of an advective part (similar to the
classical description of average flux calculated as the product of mean velocity and concentration) and a
diffusive part associated with variations in particle positions and motions [e.g., Furbish et al., 2012a]. The
diffusive part of the flux vanishes for steady, uniform flows (planar bed) but might have a dominant con-
tribution to the total flux in the case of unsteady morphodynamics such as bars and bed forms [Jerol-
mack and Mohrig, 2005; Furbish et al., 2012a]. A significant challenge in this probabilistic approach of
sediment transport is to predict or assume an appropriate form of the probability density functions for
the quantities describing particle motion, and most importantly the distribution of particle hop lengths.
Typically the forms of these distributions are estimated from experimental measurements through high-
speed imaging and particle tracking [e.g., Lajeunesse et al., 2010; Roseberry et al., 2012; Heyman, 2014;
Fathel et al., 2015]. However, due to limited availability of experimental data and conditions, descriptions
of distributions of particle travel lengths for a wide range of flow conditions are yet forthcoming [Furbish
et al., 2016].

As discussed above, sediment transport studies at grain scale have been limited to relatively low flow condi-
tions investigating bed load mechanics (saltation characteristics) while characteristics of suspended grain
motion—primarily due to the large distances that suspended particles travel once they are picked up from
the bed—have not yet been directly quantified. Although several researchers have attempted to derive
equations for average or characteristic excursion length of suspended sediment particles as a function of
flow strength and sediment characteristics (see section 2.1), none of these relationships could be compared
with direct measurements of particle excursion lengths. Consequently, empirical relationships between
excursion lengths and flow conditions remain largely unexplored limiting the application of particle motion
equations to bed load dominant cases under low flow conditions.

Within this context, the aim of this paper is to present a continuous, validated model that predicts the distri-
bution of particle saltation and excursion lengths as a function of flow strength and sediment characteristics
for both bed load and suspended load dominant transport conditions. Our approach involves modeling
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particle saltation and excursion lengths in a single framework using identical parameters for flow strength
and sediment characteristics. Furthermore, utilizing a series of eight synchronized video cameras viewing
into a plexiglass flume over a streamwise distance of 1.60 m, novel measurements of particle motions and
trajectories were obtained across a wide range of flow conditions resulting in direct measurements of the
distribution of particle excursion lengths. To this end, experiments were carried out in dark under black
lights with fluorescent painted plastic and sand particles.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the continuous, theoretical-empirical model for the
distribution of particle saltation and excursion lengths. This includes derivation of an excursion length
model from traditional advection-settling model that predicts the characteristic suspended particle advec-
tion length-scale. A saltation model is derived by applying a polynomial fit to existing saltation data from lit-
erature using the identical parameter framework that is used to describe particle suspension excursion
lengths. Section 3 outlines the experimental work including setup of the cameras and measuring procedure.
Data analysis and processing is concisely discussed followed by experimental conditions. The measured dis-
tributions of particle excursion length are presented in section 4 and subsequently compared with the
derived excursion length model across flow conditions. Implications and possible future applications of this
study are discussed in section 5.

2. A Continuous Model for Particle Saltation and Excursion Lengths

2.1. Excursion Length Model
Because measuring suspended particle travel lengths (excursion lengths) for individual particles directly has
not yet been accomplished, many studies have derived a characteristic particle excursion length-scale by
considering differential equations that relate mass conservation to vertical entrainment and settling rates of
particles [Einstein, 1950; Parker, 1978; Paola and Voller, 2005; Lamb et al., 2010; Claudin et al., 2011]. By
assuming net-zero entrainment deposition rate from the bed and that settling rates do not change, an
advection-saturation length-scale of suspended particle la (m) is derived from the entrainment-deposition
based Exner equation (equation (1)) where e is porosity of the bed, g (m) denotes the bed elevation, t (s) is
time, ws (m s21) is the particle settling velocity, E is a dimensionless entrainment parameter, and cb denotes
the near-bed sediment concentration.

12eð Þ @g
@t

52ws E2cbð Þ (1)

The volume rate of entrainment of bed particles into suspension is wsE and wscb represents the volume rate
of deposition of suspended load onto the bed. Under equilibrium conditions, the dimensionless entrain-
ment parameter equals the near-bed sediment concentration. Applying the definitions r05cb=c (ratio
between near-bed sediment concentration and depth-averaged sediment concentration) and qs 5 qc (sedi-
ment discharge qs equals the product of flow discharge q and depth-averaged sediment concentration)
results in equation (2).

12eð Þ @g
@t

52
wsr0

q
qse2qsð Þ

12eð Þ @g
@t

5
qs2qse

la

(2)

The parameter r0 � 1 describes the vertical sediment stratification which may have a relatively constant
value between 1.5 and 2 across a wide range of stress conditions [Parker et al., 1987]. Under high flow con-
ditions where density stratification significantly affects total suspended load and size distribution, r0 might
be much larger than 2 [Wright and Parker, 2004]. The advection-saturation length-scale la5q=r0ws

(m) repre-
sents the length over which the suspended sediment transport relaxes toward its saturation or equilibrium
value qse. This and similar suspended sediment length-scales are shown to be important in the context of
geomorphology; bed form stability [Mohrig and Smith, 1996; Davy and Lague, 2009], turbidity currents
[Dade and Huppert, 1994; Straub and Mohrig, 2008; Lamb et al., 2010], and aeolian sediment transport [Clau-
din et al., 2011; Andreotti et al., 2010].
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Furthermore, particle advection-
saturation length-scale is found to be
proportional to particle excursion
length ks (see Figure 2) [e.g., Abbott
and Francis, 1977; Wiberg and Smith,
1987]. In the present study, we use
this as a starting point for our excur-
sion length model.

In order to make predictions of excur-
sion lengths across different scales, a
dimensionless excursion length l� is
defined by normalizing la � ks with

water depth H. Recognizing that q5�uH where �u is depth-averaged flow velocity, the dimensionless excur-
sion length is given by

l�5
ks

H
5

�u
r0ws

s (3)

The next step is to introduce an expression for depth-averaged flow velocity (equation (4)) derived from the
law-of-the-wall velocity profile where u� (m s21) is bed shear velocity, j50:4 is von Karman’s constant, D50

(m) is median grain size and As describes bed roughness as a function of shear Reynolds number.

�u5
u�
j

ln As
H

D50

� �
21

� �
(4)

Combining (3) and (4) results in the following equation for dimensionless excursion length

l�5
u�

r0wsj
ln As

H
D50

� �
21

� �
(5)

Recognizing Rouse number as the ratio of particle settling velocity and bed shear velocity, P5ws=ju�, and
recognizing relative grain roughness as the ratio of mean grain diameter and water depth D�5D50=H,
dimensionless excursion length in (5) can be written as follows:

l� P;D�ð Þ5 1
r0j2P

ln
As

D�

� �
21

� �
(6)

The end result in equation (6) is an expression for dimensionless excursion length l� as a function of water
depth, shear velocity, grain size, and grain settling velocity through Rouse number P and relative grain
roughness D�.

As expected from inspection of equation (6) with r052:0 [Parker et al., 1987; Garcia, 1994; Lamb et al., 2010],
excursion lengths increase linearly with decreasing Rouse numbers indicating greater flow strength and/or
smaller settling velocities (Figure 3). Excursion lengths also increase for decreasing relative grain roughness
indicating smaller particle diameter and/or greater flow depth, but the relative increase is much smaller.
This suggests that average distance travelled by suspended particles is prominently governed by flow
strength and sediment fall velocities [e.g., Bagnold, 1973].

For typical sandy rivers with Rouse numbers that vary between 0.5 and 5 and relative grain roughness in
the order of 1024 [Naqshband et al., 2014], equation (6) predicts average suspended particle travel lengths
of 5 up to 100 times the average water depth. Whereas for typical flume conditions with similar Rouse num-
bers and sediment sizes, mean particle excursion lengths predicted from equation (6) are in the range of 2–
40 times the average water depth. The reason for this is an order of magnitude larger value of relative grain
roughness due to limited flow depths in flumes (1023).

2.2. Saltation Length Model
In order to obtain a continuous model across a wide range of flow and sediment conditions for both bed
load saltation and suspended load excursion lengths, the parameter framework l� P;D�ð Þ used in section 2.1
to describe excursion lengths is applied to saltation length data from literature. Table 1 shows an overview

Figure 2. Definition sketch of suspended particle advection length-scale la (dotted
black) and suspended particle excursion length (solid gray).
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of six saltation length data sets that are selected from literature such that a wide range of flow and sedi-
ment conditions are represented including a total of 54 individual experiments. First, bed load saltation
length is normalized with water depth l�5kb=H. Subsequently, dimensionless saltation lengths l� for all
data sets are plotted as a function of Rouse number P and relative grain roughness D� (see Figure 4, red
dots). Next, a polynomial surface fit is applied to all data points (R250:88) resulting in the following equa-
tion for dimensionless saltation lengths with a520:24, b56:73, and c55:86.

l� P;D�ð Þ5aP1bD�1c (7)

Similar to dimensionless excursion lengths (Figure 3), dimensionless saltation lengths (Figure 4) also
increase both with decreasing Rouse numbers and decreasing relative grain roughness. However, the rela-
tive increase in dimensionless saltation lengths is much larger with decreasing relative grain roughness as

Figure 3. Dimensionless excursion length l� as a function Rouse number P and relative grain roughness D� based on derived model in
equation (6).

Table 1. Summary of Selected Saltation Data Sets With Range of Parameter’s

Data Source Bed Type s�c (Pa) s�(Pa) kb=D50 P D* l�

Abbott and Francis [1977] Plane bed 0.050 1.04–2.52 10.1–24.2 3.6–9.7 0.17 0.57–4.18
Sekine and Kikkawa [1992] Mobile alluvial 0.030 0.05–0.55 49.4–294.4 8.7–15.2 0.003–0.013 0.13–1.92
Lee and Hsu [1994] Fixed alluvial 0.031 1.29–11.0 32.4–105.0 6.0–17.6 0.01–0.04 0.16–2.25
Hu and Hui [1996] Smooth plane bed 0.030 0.68–3.55 30.0–90.7 1.8–14.2 0.02–0.04 0.49–2.63
Lee et al. [2000] Fixed alluvial 0.037 1.49–3.97 11.3–37.6 3.1–9.2 0.12 1.36–4.51
Chatanantavet et al. [2013] Smooth plexiglas 0.007 1.21–4.21 6.6–26.8 2.0–12.6 0.11–0.98 2.00–9.08

For additional details reference is made to Chatanantavet et al. [2013].
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expected from equation (7). This means that averaged distance travelled by saltating particles is mainly con-
trolled by particle size that gives rise to drag and lift forces rather than particle fall velocities or flow
strength as salting particles remain very close to the bed in the viscous boundary layer [e.g., Wiberg and
Smith, 1987].

2.3. Combing Saltation and Excursion Length Models Into One Continuous Model
Figure 5 shows both saltation length (black surface) and excursion length (red surface) models in the l�

P;D�ð Þ parameter framework. The models intersect for Rouse numbers P varying between 0.5 and 6.5.
For high values of P reflecting low to moderate flows, saltation is the dominant mode of transport (black
surface) whereas for low values of P grains moving in suspension becomes dominant (red surface).
Although many studies have argued that saltation is the dominant mode of transport for p values
exceeding 2.5, and that transport of particles in suspension becomes dominant for P < 2:5 [e.g., Van Rijn,
1993], Figure 5 indicates that this transition depends on relative grain roughness D�. The transition
between transport modes is expected to occur at higher Rouse numbers with decreasing D�. This means
that for large values of D� (relative large particle size to flow depth ratio), grains remain in saltation for
much higher flow strengths than is the case for smaller particle size to flow depth ratios (small D�). Fig-
ure 5 further illustrates possible coexistence of both saltation and suspension modes for widely distrib-
uted sediment mixtures; depending on D�, both transport modes are present for p values between 0.5
and 6.5.

Figure 6 shows two continuous profiles of l� as a function of Rouse number corresponding to two different
values of D�. The D� values represent the range of experimental conditions designed to test the derived
excursion length model (see Table 1). For D�52:90e23, the mode transition occurs at P55:25 whereas for

Figure 4. Polynomial surface fit through particle saltation data from literature (red dots, Table 1) in Rouse number P and relative grain
roughness D� parameter framework (see equation (7)).
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D�51:55e22 the transition occurs at P54:90. The dotted lines in Figure 6 illustrate the behavior of excursion
length model for high Rouse numbers if the saltation length model is not considered.

3. Experimental Techniques and Methodology

3.1. Setup and Instrumentation
Particle motions and travel lengths were measured for a wide range of flow conditions using a recirculating
plexiglass flume at the University of Wyoming (Figure 7a). The flume was 3.25 m 3 0.1 m with an effective
measuring section of 2.45 m. A series of eight video cameras (eight channel Full HD-CVI 1080P 2.4MP

Figure 5. Intersection of excursion (red surface, equation (6)) and saltation (black surface, equation (7)) length models as a function of
Rouse number P and relative grain roughness D� (a) side view and (b) helicopter view. This represents the complete model for sediment
transport across a wide range of conditions using a single parameter framework.
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camera system) was installed
each covering 20.0 cm stream-
wise distance of the effective
measuring length and 15.0 cm in
the vertical by placing a grid in
the centerline of the flume where
the cameras were focused. Each
camera imaged at 25 frames per
second with 1080 3 1920 pixel
resolution covering a total length
of 1.60 m that provided the basis
for tracking particle motions over
relatively large distances (Figure
7b). The test section of 1.60 m was
located 0.80 m downstream from
the flow entrance to optimize for
fully developed turbulence.

For 3 flow conditions (U1, U2,
and U3), profiles of mean stream-
wise flow velocities and turbulent
shear stresses were measured
with an Acoustic Doppler Velo-
cimeter (ADV Vectrino II) at sam-

pling rate of 50 Hz over a time period of 100 s. Figure 8a shows logarithmic profiles of mean flow velocities for
the measured flow conditions with a constant water depth h50:1 m. Profiles of turbulent Reynolds shear
stresses are shown in Figure 8b. Bed shear stress for each flow condition was derived from the maximum value
of Reynolds shear stresses at approximately 8 mm from the bed (z=h50:08).

In order to measure particle motion and travel lengths across a wide range of flow and sediment conditions,
both sand (SG 5 2.65) and plastic (SG 5 1.2) particles were used (Figure 9a). Sand particle diameter range
was 0.28–0.50 mm and plastic particle diameter range was 0.42–1.70 mm. Both sand and plastic particles
were first painted with fluorescent paint and then sieved into three and seven narrow particle size classes,
respectively. The exact particle-size distributions for each class were measured with a Microtrac Dry Image
Analyzer. The results for both sand and plastic particles are shown in Figure 9b together with median parti-
cle sizes D50. In addition, settling velocities were measured for all 10 sand and plastic particle size classes.
For each class, at least 100 particles were inserted in still water and settling velocity distributions were
determined over a distance of 0.15 m by tracking individual particles as shown in Figure 9c (see section 3.2
for more details on particle tracking). The distribution of settling velocities for each particle size class is
shown in Figure 9d together with mean values and standard deviations.

3.2. Experimental Procedure
Each experiment started with ensuring fully developed equilibrium flow by adjusting flume slope while
keeping water depth and pump rate constant. After obtaining equilibrium flow, respective size classes of

Figure 6. Selected profiles from the continuous particle travel length model for experi-
mentally tested range of relative grain roughness D� values (see Table 2). The dotted lines
show the behavior of excursion length model for the selected D� values (equation (6)).

Table 2. Flow and Sediment Conditions for Plastic and Sand Grain Experiments

Experiments With Plastic Grains Experiments With Quartz Grains

Parameter EXP1 EXP2 EXP3 EXP4 EXP5 EXP6 EXP7 EXP8 EXP9 EXP10 EXP11 EXP12 EXP13 EXP14

Water depth h (m) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
Flume slope S 3 1023 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.2 1.2
Bed shear stress sb 3 1021 (Pa) 1.7 1.7 4.2 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6 4.2 5.6 4.2 5.6 5.6
Bed shear velocity u* 3 1022 (m s21) 1.3 1.3 2.0 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.0 2.4 2.0 2.4 2.4
Median grain diameter D50 3 1023 (m) 1.55 1.23 1.55 1.55 1.24 1.13 0.79 0.67 0.47 0.45 0.45 0.33 0.33 0.29
Mean settling velocity ws 3 1023 (m s21) 46.9 38.0 46.9 46.9 38.0 26.1 23.9 21.6 17.3 56.0 56.0 37.0 37.0 30.3
Relative grain roughness D* 3 1022 1.55 1.24 1.55 1.55 1.24 1.13 0.79 0.67 0.47 0.45 0.45 0.33 0.33 0.29
Rouse number P 8.9 7.2 5.7 5.0 4.0 2.8 2.5 2.3 1.8 6.9 5.9 4.5 3.9 3.2
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particles were released independently at the centerline of the flume into the view of the most upstream
camera. To maintain low particle concertation for particle tracking purposes, a maximum number of 100
particles were released at the same time. Particle motions and trajectories were recorded over a total length

Figure 7. (a) Experimental setup with side view of the Plexiglas flume and (b) installed series of eight synchronized video cameras recording travel
paths of fluorescent painted particles under black light. A dynamic video can be accessed in the auxiliary material associated with this figure.

Figure 8. Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV Vectrino II) measurements showing profiles of (a) mean streamwise flow velocities and (b)
Reynolds shear stresses for three different flow conditions.
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of 1.60 m by a series of eight cameras. All experiments were carried out in dark under black lights after both
plastic and sand particles were painted with fluorescent spray paint (see Figure 7b). This was done to
enhance the contrast of particles so that particles can be easily distinguished and identified from back-
ground noise. The plexiglass window at the other side of the flume was covered with a black, thick photo-
graphic paper to limit reflection of black lights into the cameras. All eight cameras were synchronized to a
subframe resolution by recording a strobe light at the beginning of each experiment. Based on the calcula-
tion of grayscale values of recorded images by each camera, the cameras were synchronized with a preci-
sion of 1/10 of a frame time. With cameras imaging at 25 frames per second, this means a maximum delay
time of 0.004 s between cameras.

Once particle trajectories for each particle size class were recorded and all cameras were synchronized, indi-
vidual images from each camera were undistorted and stitched together in MATLAB using Image Process-
ing Toolbox. An example of eight stitched images from all cameras is shown in Figure 10a with a resolution
of 8640 3 1920 pixels. Next step was to identify each individual particle and track their motions in a
sequence of stitched images over the entire length of the effective measuring section. For this purpose, an
adapted version of 2-D particle tracking code originally written by Crocker and Grier [1996] was used in MAT-
LAB. The model finds and tracks features based on their characteristics: particle radius, eccentricity, radius
of gyration, and intensities. Each feature is uniquely defined and numbered. Next, features are linked into

Figure 9. (a) Example of plastic (acrylic) particles used for experimental work, (b) with measured size distributions for plastic (PD) and quartz sand particles shown in. (c) Grain-size distri-
butions of sieved particle classes, and (d) distribution of settling velocities for plastic and sand particles.
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trajectories by minimizing the total displacement of individual features between successive frames. The
method can be further adapted to allow features skip a certain number of frames and continue linking tra-
jectories when the features reappear. Snapshots of particle trajectories found using particle tracking code
are shown in Figure 10. These trajectories are used to extract information about exact particle motions and
travel lengths before settling (see section 4). This method is also capable of obtaining information about
the distribution of particle velocities, accelerations, and travel times which are not explicitly considered in
the present study (see section 5).

3.3. Experimental Conditions
The experimental conditions were designed such that a wide range of Rouse numbers, P, and relative grain
roughness, D�, values were covered. The pixel resolution of the video cameras limited tracking to particles
approximately 0.28 mm and larger. In addition, limitations to flow discharge made it impossible to reach
Rouse numbers below 3.2 for quartz sand particles (see Table 2). Therefore, plastic particles with a specific
gravity of 1.2 kg/m3 were used which allowed us to reach Rouse numbers to 1.8 (see EXP9 in Table 1). Three
different flow strengths (Figure 8) were combined with 10 plastic and sand particle size classes to obtain a
range of Rouse numbers representing a range of conditions from bed load and suspended load dominant
transport modes (P51:828:9). For all 14 experiments, water depth was kept constant at 0.1 m and flume
slope was adjusted to obtain steady uniform flow over the fixed concrete plane bed. The glass side-walls
are estimated to have a Manning’s roughness coefficient of n50:010 s m

21=3 [Arcement and Schneider,
1989]. To test our excursion length model derived earlier (see equation (6)), advection-settling lengths of at

Figure 10. (a) Stitched images of eight video camera’s showing particles as observed under black light and (b–d) individual particle paths identified after particle tracking. A dynamic
video can be accessed in the auxiliary material associated with this figure.
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least 100 particles were measured for each experimental condition. An overview of flow and sediment con-
ditions for each experiment is shown in Table 2.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Distributions of Particle Excursion Lengths
In the bed load dominant transport regime (EXP4, P55:0), particle trajectories are smooth as particle
motion is governed by downward settling velocities (Figure 11a). Particles are transported only in salta-
tion as soon as they hit the flume bed (not shown here, see dynamic video in the auxiliary material). In
the suspended load dominant regime (EXP8, P52:3), particle trajectories become substantially more
irregular as particles are more influenced by random turbulent fluctuations (Figure 11b). Consequently,
the spread of distances over which particles hit the flume bed becomes much larger. Particles that con-
tact the bed are subsequently not transported only in saltation but regularly reenter the flow as they
are lifted from the bed into suspension (see dynamic video in the auxiliary material: e.g., particle num-
bers 2, 5, and 11).

Figures 12a and 12b show plots of Kernel density estimations for the distribution of particle excursion
lengths measured with plastic (EXP1 through EXP9) and sand (EXP10 through EXP14) particles, respec-
tively. Red dot on each curve indicates mean excursion length for that particular experiment. As
expected, mean excursion lengths increase with increasing flow strength (decreasing Rouse numbers,
see Table 3). Furthermore, distributions of excursion lengths are observed to become wider with
decreasing Rouse numbers for both plastic and sand experiments. This reflects the influence of random
turbulent fluctuations on particle motion which is more dominant at relatively low Rouse numbers. For
relatively high Rouse numbers indicating bed load dominant transport regime (P � 2:8) which includes
all five experiments with sand particles (EXP10 through EXP14) and first six experiments with plastic
particles (EXP1 through EXP6), measured excursion lengths closely follow a Gaussian distribution with
distributions being symmetric around their mean values (red dots), and mean values coinciding with
the modes. For P52:5 (EXP7), bed load and suspended load transport modes are equally represented
and particle motion is governed both by turbulence and gravity (settling velocities). Consequently,
measured excursion lengths exhibit a bimodal distribution with two distinct peaks (Figure 12a). As tur-
bulent fluctuations increase and dominate particle motion over gravity (P < 2:5), distributions of excur-
sion lengths return to unimodal and are negatively skewed with mean values deviating from the modes
(EXP8 and EXP9). For flows fully dominated by turbulent with nearly zero gravitational effects (sus-
pended load dominant transport regime P < 0:8), conditions that were not reached in the present
study due to instrumental and flume limitations, we hypothesize that excursion lengths will follow a
Gaussian distribution similar to distributions under bed load dominated transport regime but possess-
ing a much wider spread.

Figure 11. Examples of particle paths measured for (a) EXP4 and (b) EXP8 (b), solid black lines indicate characteristic particle paths for
both conditions.
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4.2. Comparison of Excursion Length Model With Data
Measured distributions of particle excursion lengths discussed in the previous section are used here for veri-
fication of the excursion length model in the l� P;D�ð Þ parameter framework (see section 2.1). Figure 13
shows profiles of l� as a function of Rouse number corresponding to minimum and maximum D� values of
the experimental framework (see Table 1 and Figure 8). Red triangles and green squares indicate mean
excursion lengths for experiments with plastic particles and sand particles, respectively. The error bars cor-
respond to measured standard deviations of each distribution (Table 3). The predicted trend of linearly
increasing excursion lengths with decreasing Rouse numbers is consistent with measured excursion lengths
across a wide range of Rouse numbers P51:828:9ð ). Furthermore, all data points are observed to fit within

Figure 12. Kernel probability density functions for measured excursion lengths with (a) plastic and (b) sand particles. Red dots indicate
mean excursion length for each experiment.
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the predicted range of excursion lengths with no significant difference between measured excursion
lengths with plastic and sand particles.

Although in the present study particle motion and trajectories were measured across a wide range of flow
conditions P51:828:9ð ), due to instrumental and flume limitations, we were not able to reach flow condi-
tions fully dominated by turbulence with minimal contributions from gravitational settling P < 0:8ð , see sec-
tion 4.1). Future research should address this if possible and provide distributions of quantities describing
particle motion to further constrain the continuous model presented here.

4.3. Connections to Granular Mechanics
As outlined in the Introduction, probabilistic approaches to sediment transport have received significant
attention in recent years, with particular interest in measuring distributions of quantities describing particle
motion, namely particle velocities, acceleration, travel lengths, and travel times. The focus so far has been
primarily limited to bed load particle motion under low to moderate flow conditions. Recent experimental
works involve quantification of bed load particle flux and particle diffusion by measuring joint distributions
of particle hop lengths and travel times, and by identifying relationships between these [e.g., Roseberry
et al., 2012; Fathel et al., 2015 and references therein]. However, there is a growing interest in extending
probabilistic approaches to suspended particle motion under high flow conditions. It is also commonly
argued that there is no inherent physical difference between saltating bed load and suspended load, and
that, in reality, all sediment transport lies along a continuum of travel distances and velocities [e.g., Parsons
et al., 2015]. As joint distributions of particle travel lengths and travel times provide knowledge of particle

flux and particle diffusion under
unsteady conditions, Roseberry
et al. [2012] emphasized the
need to measure these distribu-
tions for a wide range of flow
and sediment conditions. This
was not yet possible primarily
due to the large distances that
suspended particles travel once
they are picked up from the
bed. With the experimental
methods and techniques devel-
oped in this study, exact particle
motion can be measured over
relatively large distances includ-
ing distributions of particle
velocities, acceleration, travel
lengths, and travel times. In
addition, different physical pro-
cesses can be studied and
quantified for suspended par-
ticles such as collision-rebound
of grains with the bed, hydrody-
namic lift forces, and turbulence
effects on grains, grain lift-off,

Table 3. Summary of Experimental Results

Experiments With Plastic Grains Experiments With Quartz Grains

Parameter EXP1 EXP2 EXP3 EXP4 EXP5 EXP6 EXP7 EXP8 EXP9 EXP10 EXP11 EXP12 EXP13 EXP14

Relative grain roughness D* 3 1022 1.55 1.24 1.55 1.55 1.24 1.13 0.79 0.67 0.47 0.45 0.45 0.33 0.33 0.29
Rouse number P 8.9 7.2 5.7 5.0 4.0 2.8 2.5 2.3 1.8 6.9 5.9 4.5 3.9 3.2
Mean dimensionless excursion length l* 2.76 3.35 4.46 5.37 6.56 7.52 9.56 11.9 14.2 3.19 3.65 5.14 6.58 7.05
Standard deviation r (l*) 0.61 0.63 0.98 1.08 1.54 1.65 2.15 2.38 2.63 0.46 0.47 0.59 0.63 0.67

Figure 13. Selected profiles from the continuous particle travel length model for experi-
mentally tested range of relative grain roughness D� values (Table 2). Red triangles are
mean particle excursion lengths obtained from experiments with plastic particles and
green squares show mean excursion lengths for sand experiments.
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and impact angle at the bed and rotation (Magnus force). This will allow development of probabilistic-
based sediment transport models that are likely to be valid across a wider range of flow conditions than
hitherto.

4.4. Applications for Bed Form Modeling
For modeling many unsteady morphodynamic problems, knowledge of mean particle motion and travel
lengths are required as is information about the distribution of particle lengths. An examples is the class of
models describing the growth and instability of bed forms, in particular regime transition from dune to upper
stage plane bed [e.g., Giri and Shimizu, 2006; Shimizu et al., 2009; Nelson et al., 2011; Naqshband et al., 2015;
Van Duin, 2015; Yamaguchi et al, 2015]. Nonequilibrium sediment transport is modeled within these studies
by entrainment and deposition functions related to each other through a lag distance. This lag is a function of
mean particle travel length and is set constant for a certain flow condition. Because information about the var-
iation of particle travel lengths as a function of flow strength is not available, and in particular this is the case
for relatively high flow conditions that are associated with substantial suspension and bed form instability,
particle travel length have been assumed to increase linearly with increasing flow strength. As a result, a train
of bed forms is modeled with similar wavelengths and natural variation in bed form scale is hardly observed.
In addition, lag distances are chosen such that desired morphodynamic changes are achieved without actual
details of physical mechanisms governing particle motion and travel lengths. Jerolmack and Mohrig [2005] for
instance included a white noise term in the Exner equation to account for fluctuations in sediment transport.
They found that adding noise resulted in spatial patterns resembling natural bed forms with a continuous
range of sizes and shapes as commonly observed in the field. The continuous, validated particle travel length
model derived in the present study can be used within this class of models to obtain—for a certain flow con-
dition—distribution of lag distances between particle entrainment and deposition. This approach will allow
natural variations in modeled bed form scales based on actual distribution of particle travel lengths.

5. Conclusions

The present study has focused on quantifying particle motions and trajectories across a wide range of flow
conditions. In particular, a continuous model was presented that predicts distributions of particle saltation
and excursion lengths based on Rouse number, p, and relative grain roughness, D�. By utilizing a series of
eight video cameras in a plexiglass flume—for the first time—direct measurements of the distributions of
excursion lengths were obtained. To this end, experiments were carried out in dark under black lights with
fluorescent painted plastic and sand particles. Our main findings can be summarized as follows:

1. Particle motion under bed load dominant transport regime is governed by the effect of gravitational
forces (settling velocities). Particle trajectories are smooth and regular, and particles are transported only
in saltation as soon as they hit the flume bed. Particle trajectories become substantially more irregular
under suspended load dominant transport regime due to interactions with random turbulent fluctuation.
Consequently, the distance over which particles hit the flume bed becomes much larger.

2. For relatively high Rouse numbers indicating bed load dominant transport regime (p � 2:8), measured
excursion lengths closely follow a Gaussian distribution with distributions being symmetric around their
mean values. For P52:5, particle motion is equally subjected to both gravitational and turbulent forces.
Consequently, measured excursion lengths exhibit a bimodal distribution with two distinct peaks. As tur-
bulent fluctuations increase and dominate particle motion over gravity (P < 2:5), distributions of excur-
sion lengths become unimodal and negative-skewed with mean values deviating from the modes.

3. The predicted trend of linearly increasing excursion lengths with decreasing Rouse numbers is consistent
with measured excursion lengths across a wide range of Rouse numbers P51:828:9ð ). Furthermore,
measured excursion lengths are observed to fit within the predicted range of excursion lengths with no
significant difference between measured excursion lengths with plastic and quartz sand particles.
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